
  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #35 
  

 

Lazy Sunday? Not at Inbound! In this selection of our weekly posts, we focus on the Autos 

sector from several angles: the growing importance of digital with ALD Automotive, 

gender equality in car racing with the F1/W Series tie-up and hydrogen cars with Hopium 

Machina  We also look at Berkshire Hathaways’ share buy back, SpaceX’s Resilience 

mission, Believe’s forthcoming IPO (but where?), Bella Haddid’s CO2 unfriendly birthday 

bash, Fintechs, ISS’ acquisition by Deutsche Borse, e-scooters in London, the pangolin - 

and more!  

  

Have a good read! 
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ALD AUTOMOTIVE (ALD FP, €4.5bn market cap) AT THE HEART OF THE 

DIGITAL PUSH IN THE AUTOS SECTOR 

Digitalisation putting additional pressure on car dealerships in the wake of the health crisis and 

the surge in electric cars. 

The Auto industry had long lagged behind the digital boom. After digital platforms became a 

commonplace for the purchase of used vehicles, the primary car market is now also taking off. 

This development entails several risks for dealers, from distribution margin pressure to being 

completely bypassed – cf. Tesla’s boss Elon Musk announcement in March 2019 to do without 

dealers and achieve 100% of his sales via the Internet before retracting his statement a few days 

later… 

For auto manufacturers, selling online means being able to reach more customers even though 

car dealers are still required as a local relay to organize a car test, ensure delivery and after-sales. 

Interestingly, ALD (ALD FP, €4bn market cap), the European market leader in full service 

leasing & fleet Management, presented its digital strategy at its Capital Markets Day last week, 

and showed how it can help it generate new revenue and improve operational efficiency through 

automated processes and data management. 

Inbound had provided advisory services for ALD. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

SEEING (ITS LISTING) IS BELIEVE-ING  

Paris-based start-up BELIEVE - within FrenchTech's Next40 selection last year - is looking to go 

public next year for a valuation of c.€2bn (according to Reuters) on 2019 revenues of c.€700m. 

Before you ask, BELIEVE is a hybrid of an independent music label and a digital management 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=bdd15bda46&e=dbe29cf097


 

company for music artists on leading platforms (Spotify, YouTube, Deezer...). Never heard of it? 

Normal: BELIEVE (launched in 2005) has reportedly not tapped investors following its 2015 

round for €55m from a few VCs after two small fund raises (€2m, €4m). Joli! But WHERE will it 

list? BELIEVE has apparently not decided between the probably more lucrative route on Nasdaq 

and the more patriotic one, Euronext. Maddyness quotes Benoit Grossmann, President of France 

Digitale, saying "several [French] IPOs are in the works in 2021": nice but what's the point if 

they list where they can get the best valuation and - critically - the best post-IPO performance 

thanks to a deep, sophisticated stock market and advisors that ensure those IPOs are not just a 

Franco-French affairs? It's a fair question - worth €2bn for BELIEVE: they won't be alone to ask 

Louis Carle, Etienne Portais, David Johnson 

https://lnkd.in/eSwYH8z .  

Click here to find out more >> 
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DIVERSITY IN MOTION. BRAVO W SERIES! 

The int'al motor racing championship for female drivers only, for its landmark partnership with 

F1! The F1 partnership for 2021 and beyond will boost W SERIES’ global reach while 

strengthening its position as a crucial alternative for female racing drivers looking for a 

professional racing career. This outstanding result is both an endorsement and a culmination of 

the relentless efforts by management to build the W SERIES brand after a successful inaugural 

season and several key initiatives including a partnership with cyber security leader Acronis and 

leading tech group Logitech (LOGN SW, SFr12.7bn market cap). The appointment of Craig 

Edmondson, former CEO Esport of indoor sports unicorn Zwift, as Chief Commercial Officer is 

another example of W SERIES’ innovation drive and strong brand potential. Inbound is proud to 

be associated since inception with W SERIES as junior advisor for their growth ambitions. W 
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SERIES fits with Inbound's ESG focus and own relentless efforts to promote inclusion, e.g its 

support for LeadHers : https://lnkd.in/egnMtyg 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

AN EVENTFUL WEEK FOR #FINTECHNEWS 

From profitability to bankruptcy and a plea from #CEO of Crowdcube 

1)#starlingbank has become the first retail digital challenger bank to break even and is on course 

to become profitable, its latest trading update shows, as rivals continue to record significant 

losses. 

2)#Monedo, once the largest German startup in the fintech industry backed by the likes of 

billionaire Peter Thiel and media giant Naspers, has filed for #bankruptcy after the impact of the 

pandemic took its toll on the company. 

3) Milan-based #Satispay has secured €93m in new funding to expand its digital payment system. 

Notably, the round included investment from Jack Dorsey’s payments company #Square 

4) Darren Westlake, Crowdcube #CEO posted a plea for help on #twitter that a Fintech he 

invested in, and that has just raised £1.6m, cannot open a Business Bank account in the UK at 

present, so busy are all banks with #HMGov related loan programmes. 

5) #FCA issued a warning on Lanistar and accused the company of offering unauthorised 

financial services, even warning that it could be a scam. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

MOVE OVER, TESLA: HERE COMES HOPIUM MACHINA 
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from French Hydrogen Motive Company, the hydrogen car-focused start-up created by Olivier 

Lombard, the youngest ever racing car driver to win the 24 Hours of Le Mans in 2011 at the 

tender age of 20. Olivier Lombard has been a hydrogen pioneer in France, focusing on the 

innovative propulsion source before most since 2013. Not only has he been testing innovative 

competition cars for Swiss firm GreenT, but he has also worked on LMPH2G, the first prototype 

of a hydrogen racing car for the 24 Hours of Le Mans in 2024. Thanks to an engineering and 

design team poached from Tesla, Porsche or Lucid, the Hopium Machina prototype should be 

launched in June 2021 before mass production in France from 2026. Its sleek design and cutting 

edge innovations promise to match its premium positioning (€110-140K), allowing to sell 8,000 

cars between 2026 and 2030 by which revenues should reach €1bn according to Les Echos. 

Following a first round of investors, Olivier Lombard is contemplating taking the Hydrogen 

Motive Company public at the end of 2020/beginning of 2021. Deus IN machina! 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

ONE HECK OF A RIDE... 

...is not only what equity investors could say of the stock markets since Covid-19 hit, it's also 

what the commander of the SpaceX' mission said after the Crew Dragon spacecraft with 4 

astronauts on board reached orbit on its way to reach the International Space Station (ISS) for a 

6-month stay - whether it used new vodka-based engine fuel is not known! With Crew-1 (the 

first of what NASA calls “operational” flights of the Crew Dragon) "for the first time in history, 

there is a commercial capability from a private sector entity to safely and reliably transport 

people to space.” The gradual acceptance of privately-operated space missions by NASA has been 

a conjunction of technology progress for re-usable rockets, associated launch cost reduction (vs. 

$90m a seat to rely on Russian Soyuz rockets to reach the ISS) and increased reliability - not to 

mention that SpaceX, Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic are of course all US-domiciled. No wonder 

the capsule was named RESILIENCE. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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FINANCE & ECONOMY  

 

 

    

#UKPROPERTYMARKET ACTIVITY STILL BOOMING DURING NOVEMBER 

LOCKDOWN 

Savills reports 50% yoy increase in registrations last week! 

#brexit uncertainty over the past 4 years created huge pent up demand in the UK residential 

property market. #covid19 has added a full tank of fuel to the flames for properties with outside 

space, as has Rishi Sunak decision to increase the #stampduty threshold to £500k from £125K so 

saving purchasers up to £15k. All benefit. 

The subsequent rush of transactions shows no sign of abating as we approach the dark winter 

months, and the decision to keep the market 'open for business' in this second lockdown has 

helped keep the rush on to beat the #stampdutyholiday deadline at 31/03/21. Savills Justin 

Marking continues to report unheard of levels of November activity. Last week saw a 50% yoy 

increase in applicant registrations and +25% yoy increase in viewings. The best news for sellers 

was that Savills was Instructed on 105% more properties than the same week last year but on 

closed negotiations still manages to achieve a robust 99% of the guide price. Savills shares are up 

22% in November alone. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

ISS ACQUISITION SHOWS THE IMPORTANCE OF THE G IN ESG 

Even if the price paid is high, the acquisition of ISS by Deutsche Börse shows that ESG 

(especially G) is at the center of stock markets' thoughts at the time being. ISS advises investors 

on how to cast proxy votes at shareholder meetings to build long-term value. ISS has changed 
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hands 4 times in 10 years: Deutsche Börse buys it (on a value of $2.3bn for 100%) from Genstar 

which itself bought it (for $720 million in 2017) from Vestar Capital Partners. And, Vestar had 

bought ISS for $364 million in 2014 from MSCI, which had owned the company since 2010. The 

value has been multiplied by 3 in 3 years which is not bad and shows that ESG is becoming more 

and more a crucial issue. Deutsche Boerse said the purchase positioned it as a leading global 

provider of ESG data and analytics that support ethical investment strategies. At first sight, it 

seems an interesting move! #ESG # #stockexchange 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

SIC TRANSIT GLORIA: SHARE BUY BACK AT BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY 

Warren! I am soooo disappointed! 

Can you believe that Berkshire Hathaway has bought back $2.4bn of its own shares in October 

for a total of $18bn since the beginning of the year which means that there is no better 

investment than its own stocks? 

The main reason for Warren to do that is that at 1.2x book value BH's stocks are cheap (it is true 

that they have lagged the market since the beginning of the year) but it also means that Warren 

is not anticipating to find other undervalued companies than Berkshire Hathaway. 

It is probably a sign that the valuations are now too high but it could also be that Warren is 

lacking inspiration as there are probably still some opportunities on the markets as we are getting 

closer to the end of the pandemic. 

#value #buybacks #warrenbuffett 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

COVID-19'S COLLATERAL DAMAGE ON GENDER EQUALITY 
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If you think that we are getting closer to gender equality, unfortunately, the G7 Women Forum 

Barometer that has just been released shows the opposite. 

The survey finds consensus across key demographics that the risk of a return to traditional roles 

for women is even more serious with the pandemic and that gender stereotypes remain 

widespread. Since the beginning of the pandemic, women have been more affected by stress and 

a feeling of helplessness than men. They have more often lost confidence and felt that they had 

less time for themselves. And the worst is that there is a higher risk that women go back to 

traditional roles due to the pandemic as genders stereotypes (such as "men's brain and women's 

brain are different (…)" or "a woman will always be happier in her role as a mother rather than 

in her professional life") remain largely widespread. It seems that the mechanism which 

produces inequalities and exclusions is running at full speed especially in business so G7 

countries are urged to rapidly implement strong measures to close the gender gap. Will they do 

so? 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

BRING BACK THE ACCUSED : HE'S INNOCENT 

"What I have done to deserve this?" is probably what the pangolin would sing if he could 

(https://lnkd.in/eqZEFDJ). He has been mocked, he has been hated, he has been studied like a lab 

rat - and precisely there is a growing consensus among researchers and epidemiologists that the 

pangolin was not the culprit for the pandemic (the same have a differing view on bats which are 

sometimes considered as "virus time bombs"). If all may be forgiven for the pangolin, then there 

is one sure thing at least: he should be preserved as a species - not eaten. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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WILL THEY EVER LEARN? 

Everyone in lockdown is equal but some is more equal than others: supermodel Bella Hadid 

made a point she got that right by recently hosting her 24th birthday party with her friends on 

board a private jet complete with funnily-shaped balloons (e.g pizzas, martini drinks etc) and hot 

pink feather boas. "Oh gosh I feel just really lucky,” posted Bella Hadid. “I just wanted to take my 

beautiful friends on an adventure that was absolutely non refundable.” If one may concede that 

the inside of jet may compare with a tiny flat (the view is definitely nicer!), something in this 

case needs to be "refundable" or at least offset: CARBON CONSUMPTION. Just ask the Sussexes, 

Bella: they can give you a few tips. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

E-SCOOTER RENTAL IS COMING TO LONDON 

London to follow the wave on micromobility by giving the go-ahead for e-scooters rentals on its 

streets… 

While European cities have experienced e-scooters to rent with mixed results, the service is 

expected to be launched on the streets of London from next spring after the capital gave the go-

ahead for trials. Up to three firms will be permitted to operate hire schemes, which are likely to 

start as small-scale operations in a limited number of boroughs,  with the likes of Lime, Bird, Tier 

and Voi vying to win contracts. 

This should be seen in the context of the various initiatives seen in many cities in Europe to 

launch green transport solutions that can adapt efficiently and with flexibility to the expected 

recovery of commuting and traffic post-lockdown and, hopefully, after the pandemic… 

The trend on new mobility solutions is clearly accelerating wether this is e-scooter, electric 
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vehicles, car sharing, etc... 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound Capital acts as Fund Raiser for private company W SERIES. 

Inbound Capital provides advisory services to ALD Automotive (ALD FP). 
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